Summary:

(U) Maritime Interdiction Operation
(U) During the early morning hours of 31 May, approximately 70 nautical miles off the Israeli coast in international waters, the INF intercepted and took control of six vessels en route to the Gaza Strip with an announced intent to "break Israel's blockade" and deliver humanitarian aid. The six vessels, sailing from Turkey and Greece with passengers from over 40 countries, were the Turkish-flagged M/V MARI MAHURA and M/V GAZZE (previously known as M/V YUNIS SIRIN), the Greek-flagged M/V SOFIA, the Kiribati-flagged M/V DEFNE Y, the unknown-flagged yacht CHALLENGER 1, and the unknown-flagged SFENDONI (type unknown). Currently open source indicates that all ships are in port Ashdod and the IDF airlifted all wounded activists to Israeli hospitals.3
Outlook:

(U) Outlook for the INF
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SUBJECT: GAZA FLOTILLA AFTERMATH - SITREP 1

REF: TEL AVIV 1210

CLASSIFIED BY: A/DCM [b](6) REASONS 1.4(B), (D).

1. AS OF JUNE 1 AT 5 P.M. LOCAL TIME:

POLITICAL-MILITARY

(d)(1), Sec. 1.4(b), Sec. 1.4(c), Sec. 1.4(d)
11. BARAK SAID JORDAN HAS OFFERED TO FACILITATE THE REPATRIATION OF CITIZENS OF MUSLIM STATES THAT DO NOT HAVE RELATIONS WITH ISRAEL. AT LEAST ONE INDONESIAN AND ONE LEBAINESE ARE AMONG THE WOUNDED, AND THE JORDANIANS ARE HANDLING THEIR REPATRIATION ONCE THE ATTORNEY GENERAL'S HOLD IS RESOLVED.

CONSULAR

12. TEL AVIV CONSULS ARE CURRENTLY VISITING WITH 11 DETAINEE AT THE ELLA PRISON IN BEERSHEVA. THE FIVE MEN AND SIX WOMEN ARE IN GOOD HEALTH AND ARE FREE TO MEET WITH THE CONSULS. TWO OTHER DETAINEES WERE BRIEFLY HOSPITALIZED AND RELEASED TO DETENTION (WILDER, POWELL). TWO DETAINEES (PECK, MEADOR) ACCEPTED REPATRIATION LAST NIGHT. CG WILL VISIT ONE DETAINEE AT GIVON PRISON THIS EVENING.

13. THE CONDITIONS AT ELLA ARE CROWDED, WITH CONSULS FROM MANY COUNTRIES MEETING WITH THEIR NATIONALS IN A COMMON SPACE. MEN AND WOMEN ARE HELD SEPARATELY. IMMIGRATION JUDGES HAVE SEEN SOME OF THE DETAINEES AND PROVIDED DEPORTATION ORDERS FOR THE DETAINEES TO SIGN. IF THEY SIGH, THEY AGREE TO DEPORTATION WITHIN 72 HOURS. IF THEY REFUSE, THEY ARE BEING TOLD THEY COULD WAIT UP TO 30 DAYS FOR AN IMMIGRATION HEARING. A HUMAN RIGHTS LAWYER FROM JERUSALEM, WELL-KNOWN TO SOME OF THE DETAINEES, IS PRESENT. THE GENERAL POLITICAL VIEW OF THE DETAINEES IS THAT THEY WERE KIDNAPPED ON THE HIGH SEAS, ARE ILLEGALLY IN ISRAEL, AND ARE BEING HELD HOSTAGE. MANY OF THEM ARE RELUCTANT TO PARTICIPATE IN THEIR OWN DEPORTATION PROCEEDINGS.

14. PRISON AUTHORITIES REPORT AT LEAST 100 DETAINEE NOT YET REGISTERED AND RELEASED TO DETENTION FACILITIES. UPDATED LIST EXPECTED IN ANOTHER FOUR HOURS.

KNOWN AMERICAN DETAINEE:

HAMANN, SCOTT MICHAEL (ELLA)
KOBREN, JANET (ELLA)
LEE, LARA (ELLA)
MEADORS, JOSEPH LESLIE (REPATRIATED 5/31) MOHAMMADI, FATIMA ELIZABETH (ELLA) O'LUAIN, FIACHRA (ELLA) PECK, EDWARD LIONEL (REPATRIATED 5/31) POWELL, VEDER (MALE) (RELEASED FROM HOSPITAL, LOCATION UNKNOWN)
SCHERMERHORN, DAVID (ELLA)
SHATTI (ADNAN SHATTI), HAYA ADNAN (ELLA) SHEETZ, KATHERINE ELLIOTT (ELLA) ST. ONGE, EUGENE EDWARD (ELLA) TURANII, KHALID MUSTAFA (ELLA) WILDER (LARUDEE), PAUL (GIVON PRISON, RAMLE) WRIGHT, MARY ANNETTE (ANN) (ELLA)

SECURITY

15. ISRAELI NATIONAL POLICE ARE SLATED TO REQUEST AN EXTENSION OF THE REMAND OF 18 YOUTHS ARRESTED MAY 31 FOR RIOTING IN UMM AL-FAHM, NAZARETH, FUREIDIS AND HAIFA. A POLICE STATEMENT SAID, "WE WILL CONTINUE WITH A FIRM POLICY AGAINST ANYONE WHO USES ANY KIND OF VIOLENCE. WE WILL ALLOW PROTESTS, BUT NOT RIOTS." MEANWHILE, THOUSANDS OF NORTHERN DISTRICT
POLICE OFFICERS ARE PREPARING FOR POSSIBLE SCENARIOS. ACCORDING TO PRESS REPORTING, NORTHERN DISTRICT POLICE CHIEF SHIMON KOREN IS HOLDING TALKS WITH LEADERS OF THE ARAB PUBLIC IN HOPES OF MAINTAINING CALM AND RESTRAINT.

16. (SBU) THE LEADERSHIP OF THE ISRAELI ARAB COMMUNITY IN ISRAEL CALLED FOR A GENERAL STRIKE TO TAKE PLACE ON JUNE 1. THIRTY ARAB WOMEN MARCHING IN JERUSALEM WITH TURKISH FLAGS ON JUNE 1 WERE DISPERSED WITHOUT VIOLENCE BY POLICE AFTER THEY ATTEMPTED TO BLOCK A MAIN ROAD AS THEY MARCHED TO THE TURKISH CONSULATE IN A SHOW OF SUPPORT FOR THE FLOTILLA.


PRESS REPORTING


21. But the harshest criticism was saved for the political echelon, and in particular the defense minister. Senior columnists and commentators asked whether the military-political echelon, headed by Ehud Barak, had made the right decision to confront the flotilla in such a way, rather than letting the flotilla pass through to Gaza, or placing the brunt of the responsibility for humanitarian aid to Gaza in the hands of the Turkish government.
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Israeli options

Israel consistently has appealed with little result to foreign governments to prevent Free Gaza ships from approaching the Gaza Strip, and since 2009 has used the Israeli Navy to divert the vessels. Israeli defense officials as of Tuesday had not yet decided how to handle another attempt to breach the blockade, but indicated that no ships would be allowed to reach the Gaza Strip,

- Israel asked Ireland to prevent the Irish-flagged M/V Rachel Corrie, a Free Gaza ship that probably will attempt to run the blockade as early as tomorrow, from approaching the Gaza Strip, but Ireland instead pressed Israel to allow the ship to reach the Gaza Strip, according to press reports.23
- Israeli military forces almost certainly would board and seize a ship that ignored warnings to stay away from the Gaza Strip. The Israeli Navy could use a variety of tactics to redirect or halt a ship depending on the type of vessel, including blocking, bumping, or ramming a ship to force it to change course or stop, fouling the propellers with nets, disabling the engine with cannon fire, or spraying water into the exhaust stacks. (S//NF)
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DEPARTMENT ALSO FOR EUR/SE

PLEASE PASS TO CAOCS

E.O. 12958: NIA

TAGS: CASC, PREL, MOPS, TU, IS

SUBJECT: IHH EXPECTS FREE GAZA FLOTILLA TO APPROACH GAZA ON 5/28 OR 5/29

REF: 10 ISTANBUL 187

1. (SBU) IHH informed post that it expects its passenger ship, the Mavi Marmara, to depart Antalya around 5:00 pm today. The ship will head towards the "Free Gaza" flotilla rendezvous point off of Cyprus (refet). IHH expects the flotilla to approach Gaza on the evening of May 28 or morning of May 29.

ONE AMCIT HAS JOINED IHH GROUP. TWO MORE MAY ARRIVE TODAY

2. (SBU) IHH said that one American citizen [redacted] has arrived in Antalya and will be aboard its passenger ship when it departs. Two other American citizens, one believed to be named [redacted] may also board the ship. However, IHH said it is unclear they were allowed before the ship departs. The IHH said it will submit a final list of passengers to their headquarters in Istanbul after their ship's passengers pass through passport control. The list will contain the names of the American citizens on board their ship. IHH said they will share those names with post.

3. (SBU) IHH has confirmed that it will have three ships in the flotilla. The Mavi Marmara, as well as two cargo ships, named the Gazze and the Defne. The cargo ships will only have IHH officials on board and no foreigners.
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